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Background Information

Merthyr Tydfil Fostering Service is based at Unit 5, Triangle Business Park, 
Pentrebach and is responsible for the recruitment, retention, preparation, 
assessment, supervision and support of mainstream and Kinship (family and friend) 
foster carers.

Strategically, the service is managed by the Head of Children’s Services. 
Operational management consists of the Principal Manager for Permanence and the 
Fostering Team Manager.   All staff are suitably experienced and qualified to operate 
a Fostering service, the team manager completed the Team Managers Development 
Programme in February 2016 as required in the fostering regulations.

Structures are in place to ensure clear accountability for the service operation and 
include regular management meetings, team meetings and performance data 
feedback to the Corporate parenting Board, Senior Management Team and 
members.

In order to ensure that a quality service is being provided the following information is 
monitored:

 The numbers and range of foster carers available
 The turnover of foster carers
 The recruitment strategy and timescales for assessment and approval 
 Foster Panels
 Timescales for annual reviews/medicals/DBS checks
 Number of placements and vacancies
 Educational attainment of children placed with foster carers, including the

number of children excluded from school
 Training of carers and staff
 Compliance with foster placement agreements
 Accidents, illnesses and injuries
 Complaints
 Allegations against foster carers
 Unauthorised absences from the foster carer home

Staffing Information

Staffing level of social workers are almost at full complement; although one member 
following an extended period of sick leave between October 2017 and February 
2018 moved to the Merthyr Children looked after team on her return to work. This 
post is in the process of being advertised but as a designated Placement officer for 
fostering.

Our one support worker was seconded to complete her Social Work Degree in 
December 2014 and has since qualified and moved on to the child and family team, 
our second support worker covers the role of recruitment officer for fostering.
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The team comprises of 1 Senior Practitioner, 5 fulltime social workers (1 current 
vacancy), a support worker and the Team Manager, plus one part time team clerk.  
All staff are suitably qualified for their roles and social workers are registered with the 
Care Council for Wales, and all have up to date DBS checks.

Training is actively encouraged for all team members and there is a comprehensive 
annual programme available to all staff. Training is identified via supervision and via 
annual appraisal, Personal and Professional Development Programme (PPDP). 

Part 1 Fostering Service Activity – 01.04.2017 to 31.03.2018

Enquiries and Applications

In 2017 Merthyr Tydfil received 27 enquiries in respect of interest in fostering, 
whereas in 2016 33 expressions of interest were received. To date in 2018 we have 
received 8 expressions of interest which is promising as adjoining local authorities 
are reporting falling numbers of applicants coming forward. At the point of contact all 
potential applicants are sent an application pack and are offered a visit within a week 
at the convenience to the enquirer, either by the duty officer taking the call or another 
member of the team if appropriate. 

The interests in fostering were mainly generated from fostering events held by the 
team, leaflet drops or attendance at other local events: a few approached the team 
after seeing information on our social media page or a poster in a local venue such 
as a library or health center or through knowing other carers ie: word of mouth. . 
Foster carers for Merthyr were offered a £100 incentive for each successful applicant 
they recommend and who progressed to approval; during Fostering Fortnight in 2016 
and 2017 the incentive was raised to £200.  

Of these enquiries some applicants failed to complete and return the application form 
despite follow up telephone calls and letters being sent.  Others who failed to 
progress to an assessment withdrew their interest through not having a spare room, 
having limited time, or having prior or current involvement with children’s services. 
Merthyr has a philosophy that no applicant will wait for an assessment - therefore at 
times of limited staff capacity independent assessors are commissioned to undertake 
assessments that the team are unable to complete in the required timescales.

12 of the 27 initial enquiries received in 2017 progressed to the assessment stage. 
Unfortunately during the assessment itself 4 applicants withdrew 3 due to a change 
of personal circumstances and the other for financial reasons. 6 new ‘mainstream’ 
foster carers were approved in 2017 with a further 2 assessments ongoing and close 
to completion.
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In addition to these assessments, as experienced in many other authorities Merthyr 
has had a significant amount of kinship placements under S76 (SSWB (W) Act 2014, 
some of which have progressed to Special Guardianship Orders.  When considering 
the placement needs of children the kinship network is always our first consideration, 
and every effort is made to support the child’s family network to care for children 
having fully assessed any possible risks and determined as a safe home. During the 
year 2017 there have been 21 kinship carers that have or are being assessed, of 
these 21 assessments 12 children became subject of a Special Guardianship Order, 
3 children were rehabilitated to their birth parents, 3 applicants withdrew during 
assessment and 2 placements of challenging teenagers broke down 1 prior to the 
assessment being completed and the other shortly after carers had been granted full 
approval as kinship carers. 3 assessments are ongoing and a further 2 completed 
assessments were filed at court but then not required as the children remained in 
their father’s care.

The service has recruitment and retention strategy which has refreshed since 2016-
17 with the recruitment of a support worker whose focus is linked to this area of 
business. There has been successful recent interest linked to presence at events at 
Coleg y Cymoedd and Man Engine. Plans are under way for a strong presence in 
Merthyr during fostering fortnight in May 2018 which will include social media 
campaign, bill boards, carers’ celebration event and a leaflet drop

The National Fostering Framework is at the stage of phase 3 development. There 
has been development of a regional work plan under phase 3 and regionally we are 
recruiting a coordinator to deliver the business plan which will lead to one regional 
from door for fostering and shared panels. We know that in order to improve 
outcomes for looked after young people we need to deliver greater choice of well-
matched, foster care services with transparent and consistent costs being charged 
across all authorities. As part of this implementation continuity of fostering 
allowances is being explored as well as standardised training requirements for all 
foster carers in line with their experience and years of service across Wales. 

This work is complimented by review and development that is under way in relation 
to our offer to Special Guardians also. 

Merthyr Tydfil has also embraced the 4C’s best practice model in respect of 
recruitment and retention of foster carers and has implemented an improved 
business approach culture within the team. This has resulted in our numbers of 
foster carers remaining steady or increasing over the past 5 years whereas other 
local authorities have struggled to maintain their numbers due to natural wastage 
such as carers retiring or their registration being terminated. There are a high 
percentage of carers aged over 50 according to National statistics so therefore more 
carers are retiring and less   young potential carers are coming forward as many 
young couples now both have to work outside the home.
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Merthyr Tydfil’s fostering recruitment and retention work, the implementation of 
Fostering Well-being, the Placement Commissioning Strategy (due for completion   
August 2018) and our regional work under National Fostering Framework will put 
Merthyr Tydfil’s Fostering Service on a firm footing for innovation and resilience 
looking into the future. 

Approved foster carers

BREAKDOWN OF CARERS
Service offered Number Children 

placed
MTCBC mainstream foster carers 39 53
MTCBC Kinship foster carers 7 11
MTCBC Respite carers 5 1
MTCBC Kinship carers approved whilst a full CP 
assessment is undertaken

7 8

Back up carer 1
MTCBC foster carers on hold 2
In the process of termination of approval 2

As at March 31st 2018 there were 63 carers approved by the Local Authority.  Of 
these 14 are kinship carers although 7 of these families are approved whilst a full 
connected person’s assessment is ongoing.  Until early 2017 Merthyr had 
emergency carers who were available on a monthly rota basis but unfortunately 
following an incident between a teenager placed and their grandchild they have 
offered resignation this week after a period of being on hold. Of the 39 full time 
carers, 29 offer long term placements for the children in their care.  5 carers 
approved by Merthyr live in the West Wales area; 4 of whom provide long term care 
and the other short term. 13 more of our mainstream carers reside outside of Merthyr 
Tydfil in our adjoining local authorities.

The 2 carers awaiting return to panel for approval termination are mainstream carers 
who are now resigning, although 1 has been subject of a S47 investigation. 

Since the development of a senior social worker within the team, responsibility for 
chairing foster carer’s annual reviews has been devolved to become part of this role.  
All carer’s first annual reviews are presented to fostering panel, as are those carer’s 
whose approval status requires amendment or if there is a significant change or 
event in the household. A change in policy in November 2012 has resulted in our 
now referring all foster carers back to panel on a three year cycle, in line with the 
renewal of their DBS (formerly CRB) checks and medicals.  All this information and 
timescales are collated on a spreadsheet.
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Where a child/young person is at risk of becoming looked after, the multi-agency 
Edge of Care Panel will consider each child’s circumstances and what 
intervention/support may be necessary to prevent a child becoming looked where 
this is not in the child’s best interests. When a decision is made by the Principal 
Managers (Permanence and Wellbeing), that a child should be placed with foster 
carers, the social worker completes an outcomes based placement request form 
(PRF) which is quality assured by their team manager and passed to the fostering 
team. The referral form outlines the child’s care and support plan and the services 
required to meet the child’s personal outcomes. If no in house provision is available 
to meet the child’s needs then the PRF is put out to tender on CSSR which is a 
system to identify suitable placements, the system is managed by the 4Cs.

Foster Placement Agreements are in place at the time of the child being placed or 
before wherever possible.  A Placement Agreement meeting takes place within 2 
days of the making of the placement.   Care and support Plans are formulated prior 
to a child being placed.  The Care and support Plan is monitored and reviewed at the 
Multi Agency Prevention and Permanence Panel and at regular intervals in line with 
the requirements of the Public Law Outline (PLO) and the Children Looked After 
statutory requirements. 

All foster carers have monthly supervision records that are completed by the 
supervising social worker; or in the case of staff sickness or absence, by the duty 
social worker identified to support the carer during the allocated workers absence. 
These records are provided to the Senior Social Worker or Team Manager in his 
absence, for quality assurance and authorisation before being placed on file with a 
copy being given to the carer. 

There is a wide-ranging Cwm Taf Workforce Training and development program, 
which can be accessed by foster carers and supervising social workers on behalf of 
foster carers were learning needs are identified,. E Training courses are now also 
available as part of ongoing development for carers and staff alike.  Foster carers 
are given opportunities to feedback following training and to contribute to the 
identification and selection of training packages.  In addition carers are encouraged 
to attend external training events when the agenda is seen as applicable to their role 
and development. 

A new initiative is in the process of being developed through the Fostering Wellbeing 
Project, experienced carers have put themselves forward as Fostering Pioneers 
whose role when fully trained will be to provide support and advice to other carers at 
their request. The Fostering Network are currently facilitating this training and project 
and hence the Pioneer will be both managed and supervised through this project in 
the interim although it is envisaged this responsibility will be devolved to the fostering 
service at some point in the future if successful.
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Approval Terminations

Between April 2017 and March 2018 there have been 12 approval terminations as 
set out below;

Retirement 2
Personal family issues 1
Respite carer resigned 0
Health issues 0
Conversion to Special Guardianship 3
Kinship carer unable to continue caring 2
Due to concerns 2
Conversion to another LA 1
Child rehabilitated to parents 1
TOTAL 12

Foster Carer Consultation Groups

All foster carers are given the opportunity to participate in foster carer consultation 
meetings that run at regular intervals throughout the year, there has also been the 
opportunity to meet with the Principal Manager for Permanence or the Head of 
Children’s services.  The head of Service has asked for these to be regular meetings 
on a bi-annual basis. Groups provide carers with the opportunity to learn of 
forthcoming legislation and developments that are of interest or concern to them, and 
any unresolved issues arising from this are then explored following the meetings. 
Issues that have been covered in recent meetings include advocacy, updated 
policies, legislation, new initiatives, training including fostering well-being, 
forthcoming events and proposed changes to fostering allowances. 

Foster Carer Support Groups and Events

Our foster carers have access to a monthly local support group that is held on the 
last Thursday of every month: the West Wales carers are welcome to access this in 
addition to attending the bi monthly support group arranged in their area.  
Traditionally these support groups have a guest speaker who provides a training 
element to the session. However carers indicated that they would also like some 
more social sessions, so since last summer every other group is a more social affair 
to enable carers to widen their support groups and discuss their own agendas. A 
Christmas party has been organised annually which has been well attended and 
considered successful. The fostering team has also used these social events to 
incorporate recruitment and have held several successful ‘bring a friend’ for a cup of 
coffee and chat with the fostering team, several foster carers have been recruited as 
an outcome.  
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The Foster Care newsletter embedded in previous years continues to be produced 
twice annually and includes contributions from carers and staff. In addition the 
publication includes information in keeping with the season and local activities or 
events that may be of interest to the carers, or the children/young people in their 
care. Launched in 2017 our service now has a social media page where positive 
attainments, events and items of interest can be shared, the page is updated 
regularly and now has a number of regular followers which continues to grow.

Part 2 Regulation 42 - Schedule 7

Allegations or suspicions of abuse in respect of children placed with foster 
parents and the outcome of any investigations 2016-18 ? 

Any allegations made against a foster carer by children placed, children known to the 
carer or any member of the foster carer’s household is referred to the safeguarding 
manager and child protection procedures are followed. All professional abuse 
strategy meetings are chaired by the safeguarding manager in the area in which the 
carer resides.  An initial assessment is completed by the child’s social worker and 
the meeting makes the decision about whether a Section 47 investigation should be 
carried out. CIW are informed of any allegations.  The child is referred to the 
advocacy service (NYAS) with their consent and carers subject to an allegation are 
offered independent Social Work support via The Fostering Network. Written advice 
and guidance is given to any carer subject of an investigation. The process is 
outlined in the Foster Carers handbook. 

During the current year there have been 6 cases of allegations or concern that 
have required professional strategy meetings:-

Concern Outcome 
1. Alleged  physical and 

emotional abuse 
Unsubstantiated but learning about equal 
treatment of children in placement

2. Alleged physical abuse Unsubstantiated
3. Alleged physical abuse Unsubstantiated. Although the outcome of the 

investigation was unsubstantiated when the 
case was presented to the foster panel and 
due to how the carer presented, termination of 
approval was recommended and upheld by 
the agency decision maker  This decision was 
later overturned following the case proceeding 
to IRM panel where the carer presented with 
more insight having reflected on how he had 
managed the situation

4. Alleged physical abuse Unsubstantiated although the fostering 
agency’s recommendation to panel is 
termination of approval. 
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5. Financial abuse Substantiated 
6. Neglect (Poor 

supervision )
Unsubstantiated 

Staff Recruitment records and conduct of required checks for new staff

Within Merthyr Tydfil, the responsibility for completing checks on newly appointed 
staff lies with the Human Resources department.  All new staff working within the 
Merthyr Tydfil Fostering Service are required to have an up to date Disclosure and 
Barring Service Check. Additionally staff are required to have robust references 
which are followed up by the immediate lie manager of the prospective member of 
staff, evidence of eligibility to work in the UK, evidence of their qualifications and 
Registration with the Care Council and an employment chronology with explanation 
of any breaks. Appointments are not confirmed until all relevant checks have been 
received and scrutinised. 

Complaints received in relation to children placed with foster carers and their 
outcomes

All complaints received within Merthyr Tydfil are registered with the Complaints 
Officer centrally. The designated Complaints Officer co-ordinates the response to all 
formal complaints made in relation to children placed with foster carers and the 
outcomes of these complaints are provided within an annual report to the Senior 
Management Team. Robust complaints procedures are in place and all staff and 
carers are made aware of the complaints process. Information is provided to foster 
carers on how to complain via the fostering policies. Children receive information on 
how to complain within the Children’s Guide and also via their allocated social 
worker and a referral is made to the advocacy service with the child/young person’s 
consent.

The annual review process for foster carers considers any complaints made and 
their outcomes and where necessary the annual review is brought forward and 
referred to the Foster Panel for consideration. 

There were three complaints made by children/young persons in 2017/18: 

 The first was an allegation of physical abuse made by a young adult 
previously placed with additional learning needs, the allegation was fully 
investigated and deemed to be malicious. 

 The second was made by a young person previously placed with carers and 
although the outcome of the Section 47 investigation was unsubstantiated, 
due to other concerns about lack of emotional warmth by the carers they were 
returned to the fostering panel.  Termination of approval was recommended, 
however the carers have since expressed their wish to resign. 
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 The final case was an allegation of being manhandled by the young person’s 
male carer; this matter returned to the foster panel following the outcome of 
the investigation and termination of approval was recommended however  
following the Independent Reviewing Mechanism (IRM) Panel this decision 
was overturned.

 Towards the end of 2016 another young person alleged both physical and 
emotional abuse by his carers, this young person has additional learning 
needs, which resulted in the police enquiry being very drawn out and not 
concluding until late 2017. The delay was in part due to the support the young 
person required in interview and the police having to interview a number of 
other young persons who had shared the placement with the young person 
who had made the complaint. The outcome of this investigation was 
unsubstantiated however, a comprehensive chronology of previous concerns 
about these carers was drawn up as part of this investigation which overall 
portrayed a concerning fostering history. Each of the concerns in the 
chronology had been investigated thoroughly but when all viewed together 
there were many similarities in the concerns that had been raised leaving the 
department to feel we could not continue with the couples registration as 
foster carers. The carers when informed of this decision made a decision to 
resign. These carers however proceeded back to the Fostering Panel in order 
ensure all concerns were recorded in the event that they make any future 
applications to foster. The extended timescales for completion of this 
investigation is an area of concern as the stress caused to the female foster 
carer over this prolonged timescale resulted in a deterioration of both her 
physical and mental health by the time it was concluded. Issues relating to 
this case have been brought to the attention of the ADM who has asked for 
independent quality assurance to ensure that there are no missed 
opportunities for learning. 

All accidents, injuries and illnesses of children placed with foster carers

All children and young people placed with foster carers are registered with a GP, 
dentist and optician. Merthyr Tydfil foster carers receive training on meeting the 
health needs of children and young people in foster care. Foster carers also receive 
training on first aid for children.

Children, young people and foster carers are also able to discuss health issues with 
the Specialist Children Looked After Nurse. Health promotion is also discussed e.g. 
smoking, healthy eating, drugs, safety and safer sex. Issues as a part of the 
supervising social workers four weekly visits to foster carers and recorded in the 
supervision records. Any medication prescribed to children is recorded by the foster 
carer and provided to the supervising social worker and the child’s allocated social 
worker.
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All accidents and injuries are reported by the carer’s as soon as possible following 
the incident, the allocated supervising social worker then takes responsibility for 
completing a Schedule 7 report that is then passed to the Team Manager for any 
further action that may be required. This information is electronically stored on the 
child’s file, the foster carer’s file and the original is stored by the Registered Manager 
on her monitoring file. If the notification is significant, the Principal Manager, 
Permanence will be informed who will update the Head of Children’s Services.  

Unauthorised absences from the foster home of a child accommodated

The expectations of carers when a child goes missing from a foster home is that they 
inform the department, or the Emergency Duty Team (EDT) if the absence occurs 
out of hours.  When a child/young person is absent from a foster placement  without 
authorization, the matter is reported to the police and shared with the relevant child 
care social worker who will send an alert notification to the EDT and the Principal 
Manager Wellbeing who supports the EDT outside of working hours. . 

Procedures for Foster Carers when a child does not return to placement at the 
expected time, are clearly explained in the foster carer’s handbook. If a child has a 
history of absconding or going missing, this will be fully addressed at the time of the 
Initial Placement Meeting and a risk assessment completed.  Foster Carers are 
expected to keep a record of all absences from placement.  

Merthyr Tydfil Children’s Services have a joint protocol with the Police ‘children 
missing from care’ and each incident is responded to in accordance with this 
protocol.  When a child goes missing repeatedly a Risk Management meeting may 
be arranged, which foster carers should attend.   

Every unauthorised absence triggers a Schedule 7 notification to the Team Manager 
and is updated accordingly.  Where significant, the Principal Manager Wellbeing who 
supports out of hours services will ensure that the Head of Children’s Services is 
informed and updated accordingly.   

Medication, Medical treatment and First Aid administered

All foster carers are provided with advice and guidance within the Foster Carer 
Handbook regarding first aid and the provision of medication. A form is provided to 
carers to record any medication given to children placed.  Any regular medication 
required and administered to a child placed should be contained within their care and 
support plan in line with their specific health needs and recorded on the minutes from 
the initial placement meeting. If a child placed requires emergency treatment foster 
carers are aware that they should notify the department or EDT as soon as possible, 
the relevant Principal Manager can then be contacted to provide consent. Wherever 
possible, birth parents are consulted.  All foster carers receive First Aid training.
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Use of any measures of control, restraint or discipline

During the current year there have been 4 cases of allegation or concern that have 
required professional abuse strategy meetings during the 2017/18 period although 
the 1 allegation was made in 2016 but did not conclude until the end of 2017; all are 
detailed above.

Foster carers are provided with behaviour management guidance and training to 
prevent any inappropriate use of discipline. Issues with managing the behaviour of 
children in foster placements is discussed during supervision visits and recorded 
within the supervision template.

Training has been delivered to foster carer support groups so as to encompass the 
maximum amount of carers receiving training around this topic.

Foster Panel

In the year 2017-2018 the foster panel has met on 12 occasions. The panel consists 
of 

Chair - Independent and suitably qualified Senior Manager,
Vice Chair – Retired Social Worker/Teacher
Elected member of Council 
Foster Carer
Clinical Nurse Specialist for the Child Looked After Team
Educational representative 
Independent Social Worker 
A representative who used to be looked after
1 experienced and qualified social worker

Community Medical Advisor (available for advice),
Legal Advisor (available for advice)  
Panel Advisor – Team Manager, Fostering and Adoption Team
Agency Decision Maker - Head of Children’s Services. 

It is acknowledge that the panel has one less member than the desired 10 members 
recommended and this is currently under review by the Team Manager and Principal 
Manager for Services Supporting Permanence.

The panel has over the past year heard and made recommendations on:-

Approvals-mainstream carers 4
Immediate Placements (connected persons  
under Section 76 SSWBA (W) 2014) 

14

Annual foster carer reviews 19
Change of approval status 4
Terminations of approval-mainstream 5
Connected persons/ Kinship full approvals 6
Terminations of approval kinship carers 7
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Placements

Over the past year there have been 53 new admissions to care and 42 discharges 
from Local Authority care. Of the 42 discharges 24 were under 18 years of age and 
18 had reached their age of 18 and their majority.

As of the 31st March 2018 Merthyr Tydfil had 154 Children looked after: 

Placement Type Number of children

In house foster placement (in county) 27
In house foster carer (out of county) 25
Other Local Authority approved foster carer 0
Friends/family 29
Independent foster carer Agencies 42
Placement with Parents 17
Adoptive Residence 1
Independent living in bedsit/flat/house 5
Out of county residential 7
Hospital 1
Total 154

As of the 31st March 2018 there are 7 vacancies for younger children, although there 
are several babies due to be born over the next few months and some young 
children likely to be admitted to care following the instigation of Care Proceedings, 
who are currently subject to the Public Law Outline (PLO).  Of the 7 vacancies 3 are 
out of county and will therefore require careful matching as long term placements 
due to a move of school being required.  Children wherever possible are placed 
within Merthyr Tydfil foster homes, before seeking an Independent Fostering Agency 
placement.  A placement request form is submitted to the fostering team with a risk 
assessment attached. If the information contained therein determines that it is not in 
the child’s best interest to remain in Merthyr or if there are no suitable placements 
available the request form is passed to the Principal Manager for a decision as to 
whether the placement request can be entered on the Children’s Commissioning 
Support Resource (CSSR) to enable tenders to be offered from other Local 
Authorities and  Independent fostering agencies (IFA’s), thereby offering the child 
care social worker the opportunity of selecting the best available match for the child 
or young person.

There have been 18 children or young people who have had 3 or more placements 
during the year 2017-18, all but 7 were aged between 11 and 18. Of these 
children/young people the majority have moved from placement to either home or to 
relative carers which had then broken down resulting in a return to care. Of the 7 
younger children 4 were original placed by the court with parents which broke down 
resulting in an emergency placement being required but 3 of these children have 
now moved on to permanent homes. 2 were babies who became subject of legal 
orders in hospital, 1 was born out of county and on hospital discharge was placed 
initially in the area of his birth where his mother was in custody, the other baby 
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experienced a move from hospital to LA carers and then a further move to a mother 
and baby placement where he remains. 4 of the older children had 2 kinship 
arrangements and only one placement with foster carers, 1 young person moved 
from residential care into secure and then into supported accommodation. The 
remaining young persons experienced moves due to challenging behaviours.

We acknowledge in 2017/18 the numbers of children experiencing three or more 
moves was higher than we aspire for our children  however,  we also recognise that 
of these 18 only 5 had not had one or more kinship placements in this period.

While changes of placement are consistently discouraged and or avoided wherever 
possible there are occasions where this is a necessary requirement to ensure that 
the child’s personal outcomes are best achieved.  There is a strong commitment in 
Merthyr Tydfil from staff and carers to avoid placement breakdowns wherever 
possible, support is offered to carers and child through use of multi-agency 
placement stability meetings, resources and supervision to avoid disruptions 
wherever possible.  

Part 3 Consultation Activity Undertaken

Foster Carer’s Views

During the last fostering inspection conducted in February 2016 a random sample of 
12 carers were selected to whom evaluation forms were sent to represent Carers 
views on their fostering experiences and the level of support that has been offered to 
them. The sample taken included carers who provided placements for babies 
through to those who offered placements to older children, both, short term and 
permanent care. The selection included relatively new foster carers as well as those 
with several years of fostering experience. 3 Kinship carers were also included in this 
sample. 

Inspectors also attended a carer’s support group where further consultation of the 
carers views on the service provided by Merthyr to our carers was gathered, 
feedback received on the whole was positive but they queried why ‘delegation of 
authority’  to carers varied for individual children even within the same placement. 
This was explained to the carers in the following support group, as individual children 
have their history which needs to be taken into consideration when consideration as 
to what can be safely delegated is agreed.

All carers stated that they have good opportunities to attend appropriate training 
sessions and said they felt supported to do so. 

Carers are also consulted and provide written feedback at the time of their annual 
reviews (Part 5) and for the children’s CLA Reviews. Feedback from carers and 
children is collected and acted on where necessary.  All Part 5 responses received in 
2017/18 confirmed satisfaction with the level of support carers have received from 
their individual SSWs and confirmed regular visits have been undertaken.
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Implemented in 2017 quarterly carers’ consultation events are now held by senior 
management with the Head of Children’s services and council members attending on 
request.

Children’s Social workers views

The overall comments made by childcare social workers, appears to reflect the high 
standard of care Merthyr foster carers provide, for the children/young people they 
look after. There is a significant emphasis on the fact that in the majority of 
responses reference is made to the fact that the children/young people are accepted 
as part of the family which is beneficial for all the placements, especially those in 
permanence arrangements.  There has been reference to the positive manner in 
which carers work with professionals, and family members in promoting contact, 
education and health needs. These comments are evidenced by workers identifying 
the developmental and health improvements since the child was placed, with the 
term ‘thriving’ frequently being used to define the current status of the child/young 
person.

Children/Young People’s Views

The sample taken covered all ages of placements and this was reflected in the views 
obtained from the children as part of their last CLA reviews. For the purpose of the 
review the views of the children or young people placed with the carers selected for 
this evaluation were used to offer a holistic overview and to support or challenge the 
views of the carers. In total this evaluation considers the views of 102 children, 43 
being under 11yrs and 59 being over. Some of these children or young people are 
placed with relative carers. The young children, 2 and under, are reported as having 
good attachments to their carers and thriving in their placements. 

All these views are supported by the positive educational, health and social 
developments these children have achieved.

Sample of Children’s feedback from the Consultation Paper for Children 
Looked after/ Young Person’s Review Meetings

Question Response

Are you happy where 
you are living and do 
you get along with 
the people you live 
with?

87% responded positively
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Do you have 
someone you feel 
you can talk to?

74% of the older age group confirmed they had someone 
they felt they could confide in and 76% of the younger 
children confirmed yes.

Do you get a chance 
to do different 
activities and try new 
things?

94% confirmed yes and 62% also confirmed they enjoyed 
the holidays or trips they were taken on.

Do your foster carers 
help you to keep your 
friends and make 
new ones? 

68% responded that their carers did support their 
friendships but the younger element were also asked if 
their carers supported their friends coming to play or for 
tea with them and only 26% confirmed they did which 
appears low for this age group.

Do you have access 
to books, computers 
and other things to 
support your 
education and will 
your carers assist 
you with your 
homework if 
required?

57% of the older group and 70% of the younger group 
gave a positive response in respect of feeling supported 
with their education and homework.

Are you happy with 
the house rules in 
your placement?

62% confirmed they were content.

Do you have the 
opportunity to attend 
after school clubs, 
activities, school trips 
and outings with your 
friends?

53% of the older children confirmed they did and 
additionally 73% of the young children.

Are you happy with 
the food, clothes and 
pocket money 
provided to you?

This question was only asked of the younger children 
with over 75% confirming contentment.                  

    
Do you understand 
why you are looked 
after and do you 
know what your 
plans are for the 
future?

This question was only asked of the older children and 
over 75% confirmed they knew why they were in care 
and knew what their permanency plans were.

Do you have your 
own things and 
belongings with you?

79% confirmed they do have their own belongings with 
them.
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Parent’s views

Sample of Parent feedback taken from the Children Looked after Review 
Parents Consultation Papers

Question Response

“I still don’t know what my son has been told/explained as 
to why he can no longer live with me and his brother. 
“No”

I understand why my daughter is being looked after but   I 
am not aware of her long term plans for her care.
“No”

1. Do you know why 
your child is being 
looked after and the 
long term plans for 
his/her care? 

“No”

“A significant change in my son’s behaviour, very 
negative.”
“This is the first review – don’t know.”

“None to my known knowledge, there have been no 
difficulties with the placement, since my daughter was put 
into the care of foster carer - she is an excellent role 
model.”
1st review – don’t know.

None

“No.”

“Yes, but only on request.”

“No.”

2. What in your 
opinion have been 
the difficulties with 
the placement since 
the last review?

“No. “

Where parental or family view were available the feedback was that whilst families 
did not initially, or still agree with the actions of the Local Authority, the overwhelming 
view was that families were happy with the care their children were receiving from 
foster carers. They were also in the large majority of cases sampled to have 
reasonably productive relationships with the foster carers for the benefit of the 
children.
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New Initiatives  

A new initiative in 2017 has included working more closely with our colleagues in 
‘Groundwork’ Wales to look at how we could further encourage our carers to 
embrace outside play with the children in their care. It has long been recognised the 
benefits to both physical and mental health in promoting outside activities including 
better self-awareness, improved self-esteem,  respect for the community and the 
environment and overall, improved wellbeing.  Research informs that taking risks 
through play assists children with problem solving and gives them greater confidence 
when dealing with unknown situations. With this in mind ‘Picnic and Play’ sessions 
were introduced where carers and children in their care could go on accompanied 
local walks to learn more about what the Merthyr Tydfil area holds and resources at 
no cost or low cost they could draw upon in their caring roles to promote our 
children’s overall wellbeing. A Merthyr Sport and Physical Activity Development plan 
for 2018/19 has now been developed for Merthyr residents to develop targeted 
interventions to support those who are inactive to engage in physical activity, the 
school curriculum is encompassed in this plan as well as family activities.

………………………………………………………………………………………………

Confidence in Care

Confidence in Care is a consortium of the leading organisations working with 
fostered and looked after children in Wales across the UK.  This is a five year 
programme which began in March 2015 with training being delivered at the start of 
2016. Training was provided last year to a cohort of Merthyr Tydfil foster carers both 
mainstream and kinship and staff throughout children’s services.  Sessions were 
facilitated over a 12 week period with a further three support groups as a follow on 
after the training being provided. 

What outcomes do we hope to see?

 improved placement stability through better interaction and attachment 
levels between carers,  children and young people looked after

 children and young people looked after and carers having a more positive 
outlook towards education and future career goals.

 children and young people becoming more resilient to change and develop 
better life skills.

 robust learning and evidence strongly influencing future policy 
development in Wales to support looked after children and young people
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The training will be re-delivered in September 2018 and a further course will be run 
in 2019.

Confidence in Care will be independently evaluated by Cardiff University’s 
CASCADE (Children’s Social Research and Development Centre) and SEWTU 
(South East Wales Trials Unit).  Merthyr Tydfil fostering team will be carrying out its 
own evaluation via supervision of foster carers and supervision of staff with the team 
manager.   
                                   
………………………………………………………………………………………………....

The Fostering Wellbeing Project  ‘Improving Outcomes for Children’

Merthyr Tydfil along with Rhondda Cynon Taff as the Cwm Taff region successfully 
bid in 2017 to become the trial area for a new project being supported and funded by 
the Welsh Government, this project is part of the ‘Improving Outcomes for Children’ 
ministerial advisory groups work programme and aims to test and evaluate social 
pedagogy principles (focused on education and the upbringing of children) in a foster 
care environment. The third cohort of ‘The Fostering Wellbeing’ programme is 
currently underway, the training is available to foster carers, Children’s Services 
staff, educational and health staff and supported by a number of other professionals. 
The course is run over five sessions and has to date been very well received. The 
course is to be evaluated and monitored by Cardiff University for potential roll out 
throughout Wales. Fostering Network currently hold the contract for facilitating this 
project.  

The programme recognises that good relationships are at the centre of a person’s 
wellbeing and what has happened cannot be undone, but can be understood to 
provide lessons for the future. Shared values and attitudes of all those involved with 
a child/young person being looked after, need to be made explicit and underpin 
decisions that are made in respect of that persons wellbeing. These are the key 
principles of social pedagogy, as is the need for all those involved with the 
child/young person including the foster carer(s) and the young person having 
equality of status in the relationship. The programme promotes wellbeing as meeting 
the social, physical, emotional, cultural, educational and economic needs of an 
individual.  

The Fostering Wellbeing project has been well received by all who have attended 
and the project has also assisted with the development of ‘Fostering Pioneers’ a 
group of carers who have put themselves forward for an enhanced role of supporting 
and providing advice to other carers including taking an active role in recruitment 
activity and training.  This project is under development at the moment and it hoped 
that these foster carers will be working in the fostering team room alongside the 
supervising social workers and other fostering staff. An operational task group will be 
set up to Identify the learning and what can be translated into regional practice.

…………………………………………………………………………………………….....
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Foster Carers and Merthyr Tydfil young people leaving the care of the Local 
Authority

Merthyr Tydfil continues to strive to ensure that our young people move on in a 
gradual, phased and above all prepared way.  Following a piece of work carried out 
by the Children’s commissioner in consultation with looked after children and care 
leavers in Wales ‘Lost in Care’  in Merthyr Tydfil, Leaving Care is  now referred to as 
‘Future Care.’  

Merthyr Tydfil rejects an approach where young people are forced to leave care as 
early as age 16 and Merthyr Tydfil was selected during 2013 to pioneer the Welsh 
Government ‘When I am Ready’ scheme.  The When I am Ready scheme was in 
preparation for the Social Services and Well Being (Wales) Act 2014 specifically Part 
6,   Merthyr Tydfil was responsible for writing the policy which was used by Welsh 
Government to inform the Welsh Policy and guidance.  The scheme fundamentally y 
enables children looked after to remain living with their foster carers once they reach 
18 years of age.  Although this initiative is embedded, we continue to encourage 
carers and young people to consider this option as part of the recruitment process 
and leading up to a young person’s 16th birthday.   During 2017 -2018 there are 8 
young people living in ‘When I Am Ready’ arrangements with their foster carers. 
 
2017/2018 ‘When I’m Ready’ (WIR) arrangements and current outcomes for 
young people

Young person and 
age 

Looked after since Current outcome

JR   21 15.07.05 Achieved a carpentry apprenticeship with Caerphilly 
Council . Drives

TM  19 22.06.05 2 year foundation degree in sport. drives
JJ  19 13.04.06 kinship Actively seeking employment
EE 21 05.01.05 Works full time, drives saving for a car
GM  20 17.01.11 Full time training
JG   19 16.07.10 Remains in education doing A Levels
OJ  18 01.06.2017 kinship Significant mental health problems, well supported by 

family
JG 20 11.05.11 Suffers with anxiety well supported by carers

‘Transitions’ to adulthood was identified as a priority area for the Children’s 
Commissioner for Wales to take forward in 2014. Merthyr Tydfil Council is committed 
to its corporate parenting responsibilities and the attitude that as a good parent we 
will do everything that we can to ensure that Merthyr children looked after have the 
right support to realise their ambitions. During this year we will see development of 
apprenticeships within the Council which is fully supported by the Chief Executive. 
Who has pledged his support to young people leaving the care of Merthyr Tydfil.  
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Out of hours foster care provision

If issues arise for foster carers outside of working hours, the carers can contact the 
Merthyr Tydfil Family Centre who are available from 5.00pm – 9.00pm, if carers are 
struggling for whatever reason, the Family Centre will telephone to give support or if 
preferred they will be offered a visit from an out of hours worker.  If needed the out of 
hours worker will take young people out of the home for a few hours or even a day at 
the weekends if the carer needs some respite.  This has proved to be an essential 
element of preserving permanence for a child.  The department has been lacking an 
emergency foster placement for the past year; a new emergency carer has been 
recruited at the beginning of the year. This carer will be ready to offer an out of 
hour’s service in the summer of 2018. 

It is planned that this carer once settled into the role will be utilised by Rhondda 
Cynon Taf and Bridgend local authorities.   These are local authorities that share the 
Emergency Duty Team contract with Merthyr Tydfil and the purpose will be to 
prevent young people in the consortium  being in the position of having to spend 
inappropriate amounts of time in a Police Station  due to  lack of placements  out of 
hours.  

Review of offer to Special Guardians 

The Council’s Business Change Service and The Fostering Service are collaborating 
with special guardians to review the offer of information and support, including 
financial support. This piece of work is linked to our deep dive thematic quality 
assurance work looking at young people with escalating needs in the looked after 
system. This work points to a need for earlier intervention and preventative service to 
young people who are subject to Special Guardianship Orders.

Regional Work Plan under National Fostering Framework

In Cwm Taf we are recruiting to a coordinator post that will deliver our regional work 
plan looking at areas of work where we can collaborate and improve, particularly in 
relation to improving placement choice (targeted recruitment), matching and panels.

Placement Commissioning Strategy 

In collaboration with 4Cs, the service will benefit from a detailed Placement 
Commissioning Strategy by August 2018 that will inform our future work with 
providers and the focus of our recruitment activity. Recruitment to the Team of a 
Placement Officer and Contract monitoring officer will enhance this work also.     
                               
…………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Conclusion

2017 – 2018 has not been without challenges for the fostering team due to staff 
absence through longer terms sickness absence, parent leave and secondment to 
the social work degree programme. During the year, the fostering staff have 
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evidenced their commitment to recruit, support and maintain high quality placements 
and ultimately the safety of Merthyr Tydfil looked after children and young people.  

It is acknowledged that there have been a number of terminations of foster carer 
approvals during the year; these have primarily been as an outcome of retirement, ill 
health, the granting of Special Guardianship Orders or personal reasons. 
   
The fostering team is currently carrying a social work vacancy which is in the 
process of being advertised as a placement officer role.  It is intended that a 
placement officer will be in a position to develop and maintain a  business 
relationships with the 4C’s, ensure that placement contracts are produced accurately 
and renewed where appropriate, updating  databases and providing reports for 
management and the fostering team.  

The changes in the Public Law Outline have shown a significant increase in the 
number of Immediate Placements under Section 76 (SSWB (Wales) Act 2014) with 
family or friends and therefore an increase in requests for connected person’s 
assessments to be completed. While these are undeniably positive arrangements for 
children and young people it does impact on numbers of regular foster carers being 
approved compared to kinship carers. However it is hoped with the continuing efforts 
of the team, supported by the 4C’s and best practice model of recruitment of foster 
carers, the numbers of people within the community will continue to come forward to 
foster Merthyr children.  

Foster carers in Merthyr are valued and their opinions taken on board when 
considering training, participation and recruitment and these views will continue to be 
of importance to ensure appropriate matches and stable placements for children. 
Recruitment is a vital element of providing local care for children with Merthyr foster 
carers: this is a role that the team and the department overall take very seriously, 
frequently attending functions and venues over weekends and Bank Holidays in the 
hope of capturing the attention of members of the public who are prepared to 
consider fostering. An identified gap in our foster carer resources is in respect of in-
house carers who are prepared to foster older, more complex children or larger 
sibling groups, recruitment and successful retention of such carers would be positive 
for Merthyr as it would reduce our dependence on potential future placements with 
Independent Fostering Agencies which are often outside of Merthyr and Cwm Taf 
area.

This report reflects on the positives and the not so positives experiences of the 
Merthyr Tydfil fostering team over the past year, it is however positive that many of 
the staffing difficulties previously faced by fostering in Merthyr have now been 
resolved and the service has shown steady improvement with staff reporting an 
improved working environment. It is the intention of the department to build on the 
positives and to continue to build on the good practice promoted within the team and 
the Local Authority. The Fostering Services also looks forward to developing the 
Cwm Taf Fostering Wellbeing Project alongside the foster carers.   
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